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If you live in Bangladesh I am sure you’ve heard of, if not b
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made that observation before me because, drum roll please,

MassiveStar Studios has come up with a racing adventure g
Hatirjheel.
The Game

Titled ‘Hatirjheel Dream Begins’, it is a racing game which will include 31 levels of sheer adventurous fun. L

your way through obstacles and survive various emergencies all while enjoying the splendid back-drop of H

oh, it’s not just a back-drop. According to its game developers and designers, the location is quite realistic a

its imitation of our Hatirjheel. Also, what interests me the most is that, other than the typical car, you may u

boats as mode of transportation allowing you to soak up the glory of Hatirjheel from all possible views. Th

anyone of 8 years or above and is initially being made for PC usage; however, we hope to see it available in
iOS platforms in future. It will be launched very soon after which the developers plan to regularly update it.
A Reality Check

But let’s be honest here, how much potential does this game truly have? Although this is not the first time
making a video game, this is definitely its most extensive work. I don’t want you have such high expecta

game that you feel disappointed when you try it yourself. If you are thinking from a gamer’s point of vi

understand that this is the first creative initiative taken by a Bangladeshi company and the developers a

behind this game, while not as experienced, are very young and truly quite talented. I applaud the intentio

game, and I assure you it will be very exciting to play. But it is not the time yet to compare it to foreign ga
this isn’t really about the game itself. Is it?
The Bigger Picture

Let me ask you this, have you ever taken interest in the politics or infrastructure of your country? If you

probably quite old because the youth of Bangladesh seems to focus on the negative aspects of our coun
quite frankly, lost faith. So no, this is not just a game. This is an attempt to restore faith in Bangladesh.

symbol of the development this country has been able to make and a pathway to a brighter future. By inco

culture into a video game they want to reach the minds of the young and give them a sense of pride. Perh

will instigate the feeling of helping our country because there is still hope. There is a lot of prospect here

our youth to ensure the future of this country. This game was targeted especially for those who have a nat
and are not afraid to dream big.
Wise Words

The CEO of MassiveStar Studio, SM Mahabub Alam shared his perspective of today’s generation and said so

facts which none of us can deny. He points out that our first instinct after graduation is to leave this co

abroad; at this point the word is no long ‘go’ but ‘flee’. We are so hesitant to stay back that if this keeps up

will have a very dark future. Also, he added that success can be found in Bangladesh as well, the

opportunities blooming and like any living thing, it just needs nourishment; something that we are fully cap
So for the youth, this game is a platform. Make use of it!
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The IT sector of Bangladesh just took a huge leap forward and who knows, we might soon generate games t

international markets. Clearly, the technology in Bangladesh has more potential than most of us give it cre
what you’re thinking, what’s the point of all this? I’ll tell you this; Hatirjheel Dream Begins is a revolutionary

up the youth of Bangladesh. Be smart and invest your money and time into the game which serves such a n

Think of it this way, you are such a fan of technology that you can’t go an hour without checking your phon
why not push the IT sector of your country to new heights? It will only come back to benefit you.

Okay, now enough of the deep philosophical statements; on a more lighter note, I am literally squirming to
on that game, can’t wait!
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